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ABSTRACT Blurring is one of the most common distortions in digital images. In the past decade, extensive image deblurring algorithms have been proposed to restore a latent clean image from its blurred version. However, very little work has been dedicated to the quality assessment of deblurred images, which may hinder further development of more advanced deblurring techniques. Motivated by this, this paper presents a no-reference quality metric for defocus deblurred images based on Natural Scene Statistics (NSS). Two categories of NSS features are extracted in both the spatial and frequency domains to account for both the global and local aspects of distortions in deblurred images. Specifically, the spatial domain NSS features are used to characterize the global naturalness, and the frequency domain NSS features are used to portray the local structural distortions. All features are combined to train a support vector regression model for quality prediction of defocus deblurred images. The performance of the proposed metric is evaluated in a subjectively rated defocus deblurred image database. The experimental results demonstrate the advantages of the proposed metric over the relevant state-of-the-arts. As an application, the proposed metric is further used for benchmarking deblurring algorithms and very encouraging results are achieved.

INDEX TERMS Image quality assessment, defocus deblurring, natural scene statistics, support vector regression.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image quality assessment (IQA) has been increasingly popular due to the prevalence of new types of image processing and communication systems [1]–[4]. The underlying principle of objective IQA is to design computational models for measuring image distortions, and meantime to maintain consistency with the human perception. Objective IQA models are pretty useful in many applications, such as image restoration [5], image/video compression [6], [7], image forensics [8], etc. According to the required amount of reference information, the current IQA metrics can be classified into full-reference (FR), reduced-reference (RR) and no-reference (NR) [9]. For FR metrics, high-quality pristine images are needed, which are usually not available in practice. Therefore, NR metrics are more useful for practical applications [5].

Image restoration is the technique to estimate a latent clean image from its corrupted version. Since images are very easily subject to distortions in all stages of the processing chain, image restoration has been a classical problem in image processing, such as denoising, deblocking, deblurring, etc. Since the objective of image restoration is always to generate high-quality output images, the accurate quality evaluation of restored images is of great concern. Most of the current image restoration algorithms employ the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) for measuring the quality of restored images. Unfortunately, it has been widely acknowledged that PSNR does not correlate well with human perception [10]. In addition, PSNR is a FR quality metric, but a high-quality original image is not available in image restoration.

Recently, several pioneering works have been done towards the perceptual evaluation of image restoration. In [11], Yeganeh et al. proposed a quality model for image super resolution (SR). The statistical model of frequency energy falloff was first built using high quality
natural images. Then the quality of a SR reconstructed image was calculated by quantifying the departure from this model. Zhu et al. [12] proposed a quality model for automated parameter selection in image denoising. The distortions in denoised images were measured based on the singular value decomposition of local image gradient. In [13], Kong et al. proposed NR quality metric for image auto-denoising by maximizing the structure similarities between the input noisy image and the estimated noise as well as the denoised image. Zeng et al. [14] also proposed a quality model for denoised images by measuring structural fidelity and statistical naturalness. Structural distortion was evaluated in the wavelet domain following the SSIM approach [10]. For naturalness, natural scene statistics (NSS) features were extracted based on the marginal distributions of wavelet coefficients and frequency energy fall-off characteristics. In [15], Ma et al. conducted a subjective user study on image dehazing. Then the performances of the existing quality metrics were tested on the dehazed images. Li et al. [16] proposed a quality metric for image deblocking. A sharpness module in texture areas and a blockiness module in smooth areas were combined to produce the overall quality score for deblurred images. This metric was further used for optimizing image deblurring algorithms. More recently, Liang et al. [17] proposed a general comparison-based framework for quality evaluation of restored images. This method was shown effective in the automatic parameter selection of image denoising algorithms. The aforementioned approaches have achieved notable success towards the quality evaluation of restored images. However, it is worth noting that image restoration problems are usually application-specific. Different restoration problems tend to produce images with different distortion characteristics. So different quality models are needed for different restoration types.

Blurring is one of the most commonly encountered distortion types in practice. As a classical image restoration problem, deblurring has been extensively investigated. However, not much effort has been dedicated to the development of perceptual evaluation models for deblurred images. Lai et al. [18] conducted a large-scale user study of single image motion deblurring. The performances of several FR and NR image quality metrics were then evaluated. The results show that the current quality metrics are quite limited in the perceptual evaluation of motion deblurred images. Hou et al. [19] proposed the transduced contrast-to-distortion ratio (TCDR) for measuring the quality of motion deblurred images, which is also a FR metric. It was calculated based on the luminance maps of two images by considering the characteristics of perceived contrast. In [20], Liu et al. addressed a NR quality metric for motion deblurred images based on a comprehensive user study of blurring, noise and ringing effect. A set of low-level features was extracted and Logistic Regression (LR) was employed to generate the overall quality score.

In parallel with motion deblurring, defocus blurring is also very common in practice. However, little work has been reported for the perceptual evaluation for image defocus deblurring. Although similar, motion deblurring quality metrics are not readily applicable to defocus deblurred image, which will be demonstrated in the experiment section of this paper. The only one related work is [21], where the authors proposed a defocus deblurred image quality metric based on the concept of basic edges. However, this method is a FR one, so the ground truth clean image is needed and thus the application scope is quite limited. Motivated by this, this paper presents a NR quality metric for defocus deblurred images based on natural scene statistics. Two categories of NSS features are extracted for characterizing the loss of global and local naturalness in defocus deblurred images, which are achieved in the spatial domain and frequency domain, respectively. Support vector regression (SVR) is employed to build the quality model. The experiments in a defocus deblurred image database (DDID) demonstrate that the proposed metric is advantageous over the relevant state-of-the-arts.

**II. PROPOSED NR QUALITY METRIC FOR DEFOCUS DEBLURRED IMAGES**

Image deblurring tries to estimate the latent sharp image from a blurred version. While the blurring effect is alleviated after deblurring, the deblurred image tends to be unnatural, especially when the original blurring is heavy. Fig. 1 shows an example of image defocus deblurring using two popular image deblurring algorithms TVMM [22] and SADCT [23]. It is observed from the figure that after deblurring, the blurring effect is significantly alleviated. Meantime, it is also noticed that the deblurred images exhibit obvious unnaturalness, particularly in the highlighted regions. Since image deblurring is a typical ill-posed problem, naturalness loss is inevitable, which also sheds light on how the quality of deblurred images should be measured.

![Figure 1](image.png)
Image deblurring is an ill-posed inverse problem. In order to achieve better deblurring performance, prior information is commonly adopted. Gradient distribution prior (GDP) is such a kind of image prior that has been widely used in image restoration [25]. It has been proved that GDP has two key properties [26]. (1) GDP is closely related to image quality. Psychophysics studies have shown that the human visual system mainly detects gradient information for processing. Furthermore, the neurons have been evolved to be adapted to the environment based on gradient distribution. (2) GDP is pretty stable. Different people have almost the same visual perception, so the gradient distribution of natural scene images is stable. These properties naturally fit into the requirements of image quality assessment. In [25], the authors proposed to use the gradient and Laplace distribution priors for image enhancement. In this work, we employ them to measure the global naturalness of deblurred images.

A. SPATIAL DOMAIN NSS FEATURES

Image deblurring is an ill-posed inverse problem. In order to achieve better deblurring performance, prior information is commonly adopted. Gradient distribution prior (GDP) is such a kind of image prior that has been widely used in image restoration [25]. It has been proved that GDP has two key properties [26]. (1) GDP is closely related to image quality. Psychophysics studies have shown that the human visual system mainly detects gradient information for processing. Furthermore, the neurons have been evolved to be adapted to the environment based on gradient distribution. (2) GDP is pretty stable. Different people have almost the same visual perception, so the gradient distribution of natural scene images is stable. These properties naturally fit into the requirements of image quality assessment. In [25], the authors proposed to use the gradient and Laplace distribution priors for image enhancement. In this work, we employ them to measure the global naturalness of deblurred images.

1) GRADIENT DISTRIBUTION

For a gray-scale image $I(x, y)$, the gradient $G$ is defined as follows:

$$G = (G^x, G^y) = (\nabla_x I(x, y), \nabla_y I(x, y)),$$

where $\nabla_x$ and $\nabla_y$ denote the finite-difference approximations in $x$ and $y$ directions respectively. In this work, $\nabla_x I(x, y) = I(x + 1, y) - I(x, y)$ and $\nabla_y I(x, y) = I(x, y + 1) - I(x, y)$.

It is intuitive that for gray-scale images, the gradient values are in the range $[-255, 255]$. Based on the gradient maps $G^x$ and $G^y$, the normalized gradient histograms can be easily calculated, which are denoted by $H^x$ and $H^y$, respectively. The gradient histograms $H^x$ and $H^y$ can be effectively modeled based on the cumulative distribution function (CDF), which is defined as:

$$C(G) = \int_{-255}^{G^x} \int_{-255}^{G^y} P(x, y) \, dx \, dy, \quad (2)$$

where $P(x, y)$ denotes the probability of gradient value. In [25], the above CDF is approximated by the following model:

$$\tilde{C}(G) = \left( \frac{\tan(T_1 G^x)}{\pi} + \frac{1}{2} \right) \left( \frac{\tan(T_1 G^y)}{\pi} + \frac{1}{2} \right), \quad (3)$$

where $T_1$ is the model parameter to be fitted.

2) LAPLACE DISTRIBUTION

The Laplace field of image $I(x, y)$ is defined as:

$$L(x, y) = \Delta I(x, y), \quad (4)$$

where $\Delta$ is the Laplace operator.

Similar to the gradient CDF, the Laplace CDF is defined as:

$$L(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} P(\Delta I(x)) \, d\Delta I(x). \quad (5)$$

The following parametric model is employed to approximate the Laplace CDF [25]:

$$\tilde{L}(t) = \frac{\tan(T_2 t)}{\pi} + \frac{1}{2}, \quad (6)$$

where $T_2$ is the model parameter to be fitted.

3) NATURALNESS FACTOR

The gradient and Laplace distributions denote the first-order and second-order statistics of images, which are both effective for representing natural images. The model parameters $T_1$ and $T_2$ can be combined to define the image naturalness factor $N_f$. For a high quality image, the values are expected to be similar to the priors. To be specific, the gradient distribution and Laplace distribution priors can be first aggregated from a large number of natural-scene images. Then the distance between the gradient/Laplace distributions of a query image and the prior distributions indicates the naturalness level of the query image. In accord with this, the naturalness factor is defined as:

$$N_f = (1 - \theta) \frac{T_1}{T_1^{pr}} + \theta \frac{T_2}{T_2^{pr}}, \quad (7)$$

where $\theta \in [0, 1]$ is a weighting factor, $T_1^{pr}$ and $T_2^{pr}$ are the aforementioned priors, which are 0.3754 and 0.1446 based on the aggregation results on 23613 natural-scene images [25].
For high-quality natural images, the $N_f$ value should be close to 1. In this work, we set $\theta = [0.5, 0.55, 0.6, \ldots , 1]$, so 11 naturalness factors can be obtained. These values are used as the first group of NSS features.

Fig. 3 shows four defocus deblurred images and their subjective ratings indicated by the mean opinion score (MOS) values. Table 1 lists the model parameters $T_1$, $T_2$ and the corresponding naturalness factor $N_f$ ($\theta$ is set to 0.5). It is observed from the table that with the decreased qualities from Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3(d), $T_1$ and $T_2$ increase monotonically. Furthermore, the $N_f$ values are getting more and more bigger than 1, which indicate that the images are becoming more and more unnatural, namely worse quality.

### B. FREQUENCY DOMAIN NSS FEATURES

It has been shown that the neurons in the HVS exhibit orientation and frequency selection mechanism in perceiving visual scenes [27]. Therefore, the deployment of multi-scale and multi-resolution features is expected to facilitate more advanced quality evaluation. The frequency and orientation characteristics of the Gabor filters behave similarly to the simple cortical cells in the HVS [28]. Inspired by this, we further extract multi-scale and multi-resolution NSS features in the frequency domain to portray the local structural distortions in deblurred images. In this paper, we adopt the Log-Gabor filters to achieve this goal [29].

The Log-Gabor filter is defined as:

$$G_{s,o}(\omega, \theta) = \exp \left\{ \frac{-[\log(\omega/\omega_s)]^2}{2[\log(\omega_s)]^2} \right\} \times \exp \left\{ \frac{-(\theta - \mu_0)^2}{2\sigma_0^2} \right\},$$

where $G_{s,o}$ represents the Log-Gabor filter with scale $s$ and orientation $o$, $\omega$ is the normalized radial frequency and $\theta$ denotes the orientation. In implementation, the input deblurred image is decomposed at the highest scale ($s = 1$) and two orientations ($o = 1, 2$). Similar to [29], the central frequency is set to be $1/3$, and accordingly $\omega_1 = 2/3$. The bandwidth parameter $\sigma_1/\omega_1$ is set to be 0.975. The two orientations are calculated based on $\mu_0 = (o - 1)\pi/2$, which correspond to 0 and 90 degree.

The distribution of Log-Gabor coefficients is sensitive to image distortions, so it can be employed for quality evaluation. Fig. 4 shows the histogram distributions of the Log-Gabor coefficients in scale 1 and orientation 0 degree for the four images shown in Fig. 3. It is observed from the figure that from Fig. 3(a) to Fig. 3(d), the distributions become more heavy-tailed and center-peaked. As a result, after modeling these distributions, the model parameters can be used as perceptual features for quality assessment of deblurred images.

In [29], several types of derivatives are defined to account for orientation selectivity mechanism of the HVS in both the spatial and frequency domains. For each subband, the Generalized Gaussian Distribution (GGD) is employed to model...
the histogram of log-derivative statistics of the frequency coefficients:

\[ f(x; \alpha, \sigma^2) = \frac{\alpha}{2\beta \Gamma(\frac{1}{\alpha})} \exp \left[ -\left( \frac{|x|}{\beta} \right)^\alpha \right], \quad (9) \]

where \( \beta = \sigma \sqrt{\Gamma(1/\alpha)} \) and \( \Gamma(x) = \int_0^\infty t^{x-1}e^{-t}dt, x > 0 \) is the Gamma function. The model parameters \((\alpha, \sigma)\) are used as frequency domain NSS features.

In implementation, similar to [29], we also extract 24 NSS features from the 0 deg and 90 deg subbands based on six derivative types. Besides, the original image is also downsampled by two times, and additional four features are extracted based on one derivative type from the two subbands. Finally, 28 Log-Gabor domain NSS features are obtained. More details of the feature extraction can be found in [29].

C. MODEL TRAINING AND QUALITY PREDICTION

In this work, we employ the support vector regression (SVR) [30] to learn the quality model for defocus deblurred images. To be specific, given a set of deblurred images, the spatial and frequency NSS features are extracted using the approaches described above. Then the NSS features, together with the subjective ratings, are fed into a SVR for training. Finally, the trained SVR model is used for quality prediction of query deblurred images. In this work, the Radial Basis Function (RBF) is used as the SVR kernel. Although linear and polynomial kernels can also be used in SVR, in implementation we find that the RBF kernel delivers the best performances. So we use the RBF kernel in this paper.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. EVALUATION PROTOCOLS

The performance of the proposed metric is evaluated based on a recently developed subjectively-rated defocus deblurred image database (DDID) [31]. The DDID database contains 240 defocus deblurred images with different distortion levels, which are generated by eight popular image defocus deblurring algorithms including TVMM [22], SADCT [23], FISTA [32], ASDS-AR [33], CSR [34], BM3D [35], NCSR [36] and JSM [37]. Mean opinion score (MOS) values are provided as the ground truth of image quality. Some sample images from the DDID database are shown in Fig. 5.

Prediction accuracy and monotonicity are the two commonly used criteria for evaluating the performance of image quality metrics. In this paper, Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (PLCC) and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) are used to measure the prediction accuracy, and Spearman Rank order Correlation Coefficient is employed to measure the prediction monotonicity [51]. In order to compute these values, a five-parameter logistic mapping is first performed between the predicted and subjective scores, which is used to bring the predicted scores to the same scale with the subjective scores:

\[ f(x) = \tau_i \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{1 + e^{\tau_3(x-\tau_4)}} \right) + \tau_5, \quad (10) \]

where \( \tau_i, i = 1, 2, \cdots, 5 \), are the fitting parameters.

In our experiment, 80% of the images in DDID database are randomly selected for training, and the remaining 20% images are used for test. In order to obtain reliable results, this process is repeated 1000 times and the median performance values are reported. This is a standard approach for the performance evaluation of learning-based image quality metrics [51].

B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

1) COMPARISON WITH NR IMAGE BLUR METRICS

For all deblurring algorithms, it is unlikely that the blurring can be completely removed. So the residual blurring still has great impact on the overall quality of deblurred images. Therefore, we first compare the performance of the proposed metric with the existing image blur/sharpness metrics, ranging from the classical to the state-of-the-art. Specifically, the following ten blur metrics are compared: PBRM [38], JNB [39], CPBD [40], S3 [41], FISH [42], LPC [43], SVC [44], ARISM [45], BIBLE [46] and SPARISH [47]. These blur metrics are all NR approaches, and the codes are either downloaded from the authors’ homepages or provided by the original authors. Table 2 summarizes the experimental results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLCC</td>
<td>0.7479</td>
<td>0.6900</td>
<td>0.8151</td>
<td>0.7700</td>
<td>0.8453</td>
<td>0.8991</td>
<td>0.7791</td>
<td>0.7808</td>
<td>0.8119</td>
<td>0.8061</td>
<td>0.9459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRCC</td>
<td>0.7280</td>
<td>0.6806</td>
<td>0.8092</td>
<td>0.7049</td>
<td>0.8142</td>
<td>0.8325</td>
<td>0.7813</td>
<td>0.7786</td>
<td>0.7317</td>
<td>0.7538</td>
<td>0.9016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.9477</td>
<td>1.0332</td>
<td>0.8272</td>
<td>0.9108</td>
<td>0.7628</td>
<td>0.6249</td>
<td>0.8594</td>
<td>0.8919</td>
<td>0.8333</td>
<td>0.8449</td>
<td>0.4546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is easily known from Table 2 that the existing blur metrics do not perform very well on defocus deblurred images. Many of the performance values are below 0.8, especially the monotonicity criterion SRCC. By comparison, the proposed metric produces much better results, and both PLCC and SRCC are higher than 0.9. This indicates that the predicted scores are more consistent with the subjective scores. As a result, only measuring blur is not sufficient for the quality assessment of deblurred images. This is, in fact, intuitive because during deblurring other kinds of distortions are very likely to be introduced, causing loss of overall naturalness.
2) COMPARISON WITH GENERAL-PURPOSE NR IMAGE QUALITY METRICS

General-purpose NR image quality metrics have been proposed for evaluating image quality without knowing the distortion types in advance. In principle, this kind of quality metrics can be used for quality evaluation of all distortion types. In this part, we compare the proposed metric with the state-of-the-art general-purpose NR image quality metrics, including BIQI [48], DIIVINE [49], BLINDS-II [50], BRISQUE [51], NIQE [52], DESIQUE [29], CORNIA [53] and NFERM [54]. Again, the source codes of all the above metrics are downloaded from the authors’ websites. Table 3 summarizes the experimental results.

Table 3 shows that the proposed metric outperforms all the compared metrics. Some of the general-purpose metrics can produce quality scores that moderately correlate with subjective ratings. In addition, compared with the blur metrics in Table 2, these general-purpose NR quality metrics generally perform better.

3) COMPARISON WITH RELEVANT IMAGE RESTORATION QUALITY METRICS

We further compare the proposed model with two relevant quality models that are designed for image restoration. The first one is the Logistic Regression (LR) based quality metric for motion deblurred images [20]. The second one is the comparison-based framework for general image restoration [17]. In [17], there are two versions of the model, i.e., Comparison-based IQA (CQ) and Comparison-Texture-based IQA (CTQ), and we include both versions for comparison. Table 4 summarizes the experimental results in the DDID database.

Table 4 shows that all three models do not perform well on defocus deblurred images. Although the proposed metric outperforms all the compared metrics, it still needs to be improved for defocus images.


data

TABLE 3. Performance comparison of the proposed metric and the general-purpose NR image quality metrics in the DDID database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLCC</td>
<td>0.8497</td>
<td>0.7827</td>
<td>0.7469</td>
<td>0.8606</td>
<td>0.8826</td>
<td>0.8077</td>
<td>0.8863</td>
<td>0.8812</td>
<td>0.9459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRCC</td>
<td>0.8026</td>
<td>0.7867</td>
<td>0.7172</td>
<td>0.8411</td>
<td>0.8611</td>
<td>0.8038</td>
<td>0.8767</td>
<td>0.8544</td>
<td>0.9016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.7528</td>
<td>0.8885</td>
<td>0.9493</td>
<td>0.7271</td>
<td>0.6712</td>
<td>0.8417</td>
<td>0.6613</td>
<td>0.6749</td>
<td>0.4546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 4. Comparison of the proposed metric with a NR motion deblurring quality metric [20] and two general-purpose image restoration quality metrics [17]. CQ: Comparison-based IQA; CTQ: Comparison-Texture-based IQA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLCC</td>
<td>0.7891</td>
<td>0.4160</td>
<td>0.3048</td>
<td>0.9459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRCC</td>
<td>0.7598</td>
<td>0.4600</td>
<td>0.3125</td>
<td>0.9016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.8769</td>
<td>1.2982</td>
<td>1.3596</td>
<td>0.4546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 5. Individual contributions of the two categories of NSS features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>( N_f )</th>
<th>Log-Gabor</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLCC</td>
<td>0.8956</td>
<td>0.9035</td>
<td>0.9459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRCC</td>
<td>0.8704</td>
<td>0.8745</td>
<td>0.9016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.6304</td>
<td>0.6182</td>
<td>0.4546</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 6. Performance rankings of eight deblurring algorithms according to the MOS values and predicted scores by different image quality metrics. Number “1” represents the best performance and “8” represents the worse performance. “Statistics” denotes the number of objective rankings that are consistent with the subjective rankings. Consistent rankings are marked in boldface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>MOS</th>
<th>CPBD</th>
<th>FISH</th>
<th>LPC</th>
<th>CORNIA</th>
<th>BRISQUE</th>
<th>DESIQUE</th>
<th>NFERM</th>
<th>DIVINE</th>
<th>NIQE</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BM3D [35]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSM [37]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADCT [23]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASDS_AR [33]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVMM [22]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR [34]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCSR [36]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISTA [32]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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is also a metric for image deblurring, it does not perform well on defocus deblurred images. This indicates that motion deblurring and defocus deblurring, which both are deblurring, are still quite different in terms of the distortion characteristics. So motion deblurring quality metrics are not readily applicable to defocus deblurring. Another finding is that the comparison-based IQA model [17] is also not efficient for defocus deblurred images. This further confirms that different image restoration problems need different quality models.

4) CONTRIBUTIONS OF COMPONENTS
In the proposed metric, two categories of NSS features are employed, i.e., the gradient distribution based spatial domain NSS and the Log-Gabor based frequency domain NSS. In order to know the relative contributions of the two components, we train two quality models using each group of NSS features separately. Then the performances of the new models are tested in the DDID database. Table 5 lists the experimental results.

It is observed from Table 5 that both kinds of NSS features deliver very good performances, which are already better than those of the compared metrics in Tables 2 and 3. When they are used together, much better results are obtained. This indicates that both kinds of NSS features are needed in the proposed model, and they have complementary contributions to the overall performance.

C. APPLICATION IN BENCHMARKING DEBLURRING ALGORITHMS
In the literature, extensive image deblurring algorithms have been proposed. However, how to objectively evaluate the performances of these algorithms is still an open problem. An objective image quality model is thus highly desirable for this purpose. In this part, we apply the proposed quality model for benchmarking image defocus deblurring algorithms. To this end, we first rank the deblurring algorithms according to the mean MOS values, which are used as ground truth of image quality. Specifically, if the mean MOS value of a deblurring algorithm is high, then we consider this algorithm has good deblurring performance. This MOS-based ranking is then regarded as the ground truth of the relative performances. Then we do the same rankings using the predicted scores of different quality metrics. Finally, the metric score-based rankings are compared with MOS-based ranking. For a good quality metric, the metric score-based ranking should be consistent with the MOS-based ranking. Therefore, the performances of different quality metrics, when used for benchmarking image deblurring algorithms, can be easily determined by checking the number of consistent rankings. Table 6 summarizes the experimental results on the eight image defocus deblurring algorithms that are formerly used to build the DDID database. In the table, we include three best-performing image blur metrics and six general-purpose NR image quality metrics for comparison.

It is observed from Table 6 that the proposed quality metric produces the most consistent rankings. Specifically, for the eight considered deblurring algorithms, the proposed metric produces five consistent rankings. By comparison, the nine compared metrics do not perform very well because at most two consistent rankings are achieved, which are significantly fewer than that of the proposed metric. This further demonstrates the superiority of the proposed metric in benchmarking image deblurring algorithms. This is very useful in real-world applications.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a NR metric for measuring the quality of defocus deblurred images based on natural scene statistics. Two categories of NSS features have been extracted in both the spatial and frequency domains to characterize the loss of naturalness in the deblurred images. The performance of the proposed metric has been tested in a subjectively rated defocus deblurred image database. Compared to the existing relevant image quality metrics, the proposed
metric has been shown to be able to produce quality scores that are more consistent with human perception. It has also been used to benchmark image defocus deblurring algorithms with very promising results.
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